Now we are going to add some words to these actions. Say it with me: "same." Do it with these hand actions. Now we’ll just say the words. If it’s the same, it’s a match. If it’s different, it’s not. Now you say it. (Let child repeat.) Now let’s put the words with the hand actions. If it’s the same, it’s a match. If it’s different, it’s not.

Same and Different Song

In our song we have the words “same” and “different.” Let’s talk about these words. Do you know what “same” means?

Listen. If it’s the same, it’s a match. If it’s different, it’s not. Now you try it. Show matching hands again. Ask your child to put her hands together like this. Now let’s practice this until your child can do it with you.

Say Listen to the next part: If it’s the same (clap) it’s a MATCH (clap, clap). If it’s different (clap, clap) it’s NOT (drum roll on thighs).

Do Practice this until your child can do it with you.

Say Now it’s time for the whole song: Parent and child together say:

If it’s the same, it’s a match (hands match) If it’s different, it’s not (hand crosses hand) If it’s the same (clap, clap) it’s a match (clap, clap). If it’s different (clap, clap) it’s not (drum roll on thighs).

Practice this with your child until it is easy and fun. Sing along with the music track. Listen once, then say it together. Repeat as many times as you want.

Same and Different Card Game

Wow! You are doing great! Ready for another game?

We call this a challenge game. A challenge is something that takes special effort to learn. It might be difficult at first, and take practice to learn. Are you ready to learn about this challenge game? Reach into your bag for your letter cards. There are six pairs. Place them all face down on the floor or table in a 4 x 3 grid.

Say In these cards there are some that are the same, and some that are different. We use our hands with this game because using your body can help you remember.
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